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In inertial confinement fusion targets, laser imprinting due to non-uniform irradiation should be
as small as possible because small perturbations on the target surface grow exponentially with
time via Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI). Previous investigations on mitigating the laser
imprinting have been done mainly by thermal smoothing effect. In this studty, we focus on effects
due to stiffness of diamond for mitigating the laser imprinting.
In our experiments, target foils (diamond and polystyrene) were irradiated with a foot pulse at
intensity of ~4.0×1012 W/cm2 (low foot) or ~5.0×1013 W/cm2 (high foot), on which intensity
non-uniformity with sinusoidal perturbation of 100 µm wavelength. The foils were subsequently
accelerated by uniform main pulses with intensity of ~1014 W/cm2. The amplitude of laser
imprinting was observed by amplifying its perturbation via RTI with face-on x-ray backlighting
technique.
Figure 1 shows experimental results and calculation with 2D hydrodynamic simulation
(PINOCO). When the irradiation non-uniformity of the foot pulse is ~10%, the experimental
results are in good agreement with the 2D simulation. The imprinting amplitude (fundamental)
was reduced for the diamond foil due to material compressibility (Fig. 1(b)). On the other hand,
when the foot pulse non-uniformity is ~40%, harmonic contents of the areal density perturbations
for diamond arose before the foil acceleration. We estimate there is different physics on
generation of crack-like structure due to large pressure perturbation in solid state.
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Figure 1: (a) Areal-density perturbation growth for targets from experiments (symbols), and from
the PINOCO-2D simulation for each experimental configuration prior to the foil acceleration
(solid curves) and after the acceleration (dotted curve). (b) Temporal evolution of imprint spatial
amplitude (solid curves) and target compressibility (dotted curve) with 2D simulation (PINOCO).

